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PUBLIC NOTICE
25.11.2020
Sub: Display of questions, marked responses and provisional answer keys of the Entrance
Exam for admission to the B.Sc (Hons.)-Nursing course, of College of Nursing, Lady
Hardinge Medical College and Associated Hospitals, New Delhi
The Entrance Exam for admission to the B.Sc (Hons.)-Nursing course of College of Nursing,
Lady Hardinge Medical College and Associated Hospitals, New Delhi was conducted by
National Testing Agency(NTA) on 20.11.2020.
Questions, provisional answer keys and responses of the candidates in the said exam are now
hosted on https://con.lhmcee.nta.ac.in/KeyChallenge/ These will be available upto 27th
November 2020 (upto 5.00 PM), in the given URL.
The candidates, who are not satisfied with any answer key, may challenge the same by filling an
online application form ONLY and paying a fee of Rs.1000/-per question, through the
abovementioned URL. The fee will be refunded in case the challenge is found to be correct, after
verification by experts.
Challenges made by the candidates will be verified by the NTA with the help of panel of subject
experts, and if the challenge is found correct, the answer key will be revised accordingly.
Based on the revised Final Answer Key, result will be prepared and declared.
No candidate will be informed individually about the acceptance/non-acceptance of her challenge.
The key finalized after the challenge will be final.
No grievance with regard to answer key(s) after declaration of result will be entertained. NTA’s
decision on the challenges shall be final and no further communication will be entertained.
Candidates are advised to take note of the above and act accordingly.
For any assistance, candidates can call the NTA Help line number 0120 6895 200 or write to NTA
at con.lhmcee@nta.ac.in
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